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This research was conducted in relation to a workshop, "Teaming Principals and Counselors 
to Create Solution-Focused Schools," led by Dr. John M. Littrell. The workshop was 
provided at no cost to participants and was organized by a central Iowa Area Education 
Agency. This paper provides an overview of Solution-focused conversations (SFCs) through 
the context of Solution-Focused Brief Counseling and explores the research question: Are 
there differences in school counselors' and administrators' reported knowledge, skill, and use 
of various aspects of SFCs. Three null hypotheses were tested and were listed as follows: 
There is no difference in school counselors' and administrators' reported knowledge, skill, 
and use of (1) the miracle question, (2) scaling, and (3) solution-focused conversations. Three 
independent samples t-tests were utilized to test each hypothesis. The findings failed to reject 
the second and third hypotheses, meaning there was not enough evidence to show a 
significant difference regarding the knowledge, skill, and use of scaling and Solution-focused 
conversations. The first hypothesis was rejected, finding a significant difference in the 
reported knowledge, skill, and use of the miracle question. Limitations of the research are 
provided, along with implications for future research. Most notably, apre-test/post-test 
design is recommended for future workshops to measure the impact of the actual workshop. 
Since it has been determined there are not significant differences between school counselors 
and administrators in two of the three SFC areas explored, future workshops in the area could 
focus on a broader application of those skills. 
1 
Introduction 
The techniques of brief counseling are not magic. They are not mysterious or secret, 
and they do not reflect some hidden, special, and spontaneous power within the 
helper. In other words, a brief counselor does not have a bag of magic tricks. 
(Presbury, Echterling, &McKee, 2002, p. 58) 
Just as brief counseling .techniques are not magic tricks, they are also not confined to 
use in a traditional counseling or therapeutic environment. This paper explores the techniques 
of brief counseling, also sometimes referred to as Solution-Focused Brief Counseling in the 
context of conversations. Specifically, it explores the Solution-focused conversations (SFCs) 
utilized by school counselors and administrators in select central Iowa schools. 
The basis of this research is a three-part workshop series led by Dr. John M. Littrell 
entitled, "Teaming Principals and Counselors to Create Solution-Focused Schools." Teams of 
school counselors and administrators from central Iowa schools were invited to attend. The 
purpose of the workshop was to work as a team to learn new ways of having SFCs. As part of 
this workshop, brief counseling techniques were explored in the context of SFC techniques. 
This paper provides a review of existing literature regarding SFCs, including an 
overview, techniques associated with SFCs, and the applications of SFCs to schools. This 
paper also details new research conducted with regard to the differences of SFCs in school 
counselors and administrators, testing the null hypothesis that there is no difference. Finally, 
implications for future research and SFC workshops are discussed. 
2 
Review of Literature 
This literature review is designed to provide a basic background of SFCs, discuss the 
application of SFCs in schools, and highlight specific techniques employed by those utilizing 
the concept. 
Background 
SFCs are rooted in Solution-Focused Brief Counseling, also known as Solution-
Focused Therapy, Solution-Focused Brief Therapy, Brief Strategic Therapy, and other 
similar terms. For purposes of this research, the term "Solution-focused conversations" 
(SFCs) is used since the techniques can be utilized in situations or conversations other than 
traditional counseling or therapeutic settings. This subsection will provide an overview of 
SFCs, discuss their origin, describe the benefits and limitations of research, and discuss the 
underlying assumptions of SFCs. 
Overview. SFCs are created through the use of specific techniques, but are most 
notably part of a mindset or world-view of those who utilize them (Berg &Steiner, 2003; 
Presbury et al., 2002; Walter &Peller, 1992). SFCs are used to construct solutions and are "a 
way of thinking and interacting with clients" (Walter &Peller, 1992, p. 140). More than just 
fixing a problem, SFCs are about moving to a preferred way of life or situation (Simon, 
1996). There are techniques that can be utilized to help facilitate the shift to something more 
desirable, some of which will be discussed more thoroughly later in this paper. 
The mindset involves creating open conversations that will lead to further 
possibilities (Walter &Peller, 2000) and views clients as experts of their own situations 
(Berg &Steiner, 2003). As such, a relationship is created by those involved in the 
conversation that relies heavily on trust, which is necessary for the open communication to 
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occur (Johnson, 2003). In this setting, desired states are thoroughly explored with the 
conversation facilitator (traditionally the "counselor") guiding the person desiring change 
(traditionally the "client") towards that state. The traditional terms of "counselor" and 
"client" are used from time to time in this research; however, it is important to note that 
others in the role of facilitating change can utilize the same techniques with training and the 
appropriate mindset in the conversation. O' Hanlon (1999) summarizes this mindset by 
saying: 
The essence of the solution-oriented approach is a very pragmatic principle: If what 
you are doing is not working, do something different. Pay attention to the results you 
get when you change what you are doing. If it works, keep doing it. If it doesn't 
work, try something new again (pp. 195-196}. 
As such, SFCs are used to help clients move from a "stuck position to one of creative 
possibilities" (Presbury et al., 2002, p. 207). 
Origins of Solution-focused conversatl'ons. "In late 1970s and in early 1980s, a 
startling discovery was made that almost every problem contains an element of solutions" 
(Berg &Steiner, 2003, p. 2). Around 1985, de Shazer came out with aSolution-Focused 
treatment model that emphasized solutions rather than problems (Presbury et al., 2002). 
Other therapy approaches historically dealt with thoroughly exploring the presenting problem 
and fixing the underlying structure in order to solve the problem; the solution-focused model 
centers around the construction of a solution (Walter & Peller, 2000). As they gained 
exposure, solution-focused approaches began "to be marketed as an answer to managed 
care's emphasis on brief treatment" (Simon, 1996, p. 4~5). 
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Mostert, Johnson, and Mostert (1997) provided a brief, but thorough, summary of the 
development of SFC (which they refer to as SFBC, or Solution-Focused Brief 
Counseling/Therapy) and identified key people involved in the development of SFBC. Those 
authors stated the following: 
SFBC was originally conceptualized by de Shazer and colleagues (de Shazer, Berg, 
Lipchik, Nunnally, Molnar, C7ingerich, & Weiner-Davis, 1996; de Shazer, 1988, 
1991; Walter &Peller, 1992} as a set of clinical assumptions and strategies in 
response to the question, `What works in counseling?' [SFBC was] [i]nfluenced 
heavily by the work of Erickson (de Shazer, 1988) and the MRI team (Mental 
Research Institute, de Shazer, 1991) ... (p. 21). 
More recently, Paull and McGrevin (1996) applied some of the assumptions of SFBC to 
conversations about schools, stating the connection as, "Just as clients turn to psychologists 
for help in solving problems, school stakeholders —students, parents, teachers, and support 
staff members —turn to administrators for solutions in education" (p. 79). 
Benefits. There are many benefits to the Solution-Focused approaches in general, 
including the brief timeline mentioned through its various names. Walter and Peller (1992) 
explained that the positive nature of focusing on solutions facilitates rapport and deals with 
"what the client states she or he wants to be doing" (p. 52). Murphy and Duncan (1997) 
stated that, "People appreciate the inherent respect shown by questions that tap their 
perceptions of progress" (p. 90). The primary benefit of SFCs that this paper will focus on is 
the use of SFCs in schools. 
Several studies have discussed the value of SFCs as used by school counselors 
(Littrell, Malia, & Vanderwood, 1995; Mostert et al., 1997; Murphy, 1994; Thompson & 
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Littrell, 1998). Mostert et al. (1997) found SFBC (SFCs for this purpose) to be "easily and 
effectively utilized in the school setting," (p. 23). In Mostert et al.'s (1997) research, the 
school counselors reported "immediately noticeable results both in their practice and in 
response from the students" (p. 23). Additionally, Thompson &Littrell (1998) stated that 
"brief solution-oriented counseling can be an effective approach to use with adolescents who 
have been identified as having learning disabilities" (p. 66). 
Since it can be safely assumed that time is a limited commodity for most school 
counselors, an explicit benefit of SFCs is the "possibility of altering difficult problems in a 
limited time period" (Murphy, 1994, p. 64). Murphy (1994) also found that goals involving 
small and concrete changes, developed through solution-focused models, could be more 
realistic for school counselors than other therapeutic goals of more traditional models. Littrell 
et al. (1995) also found the efficient use of time to be a benefit of solution-focused 
approaches, particularly with the effectiveness of asingle-session model. Students often 
terminated counseling after one session, and this approach allowed the counselors to have a 
more concrete impact in that one session, though the approach is not limited to only one 
session. 
Limitatz'ons. In addition to the many benefits, there are limitations to be considered 
with SFCs. The limitations discussed here center around the appropriate use of SFCs, 
specifically in schools. School counselors need to be careful not. to focus too quickly on one 
concern as there could be more serious issues that the client needs more time to discuss 
(Littrell et al., 1995). Although the model advocates a focus on the future, this does not mean 
the past is entirely neglected with SFCs; it is just kept in proper perspective (O' Hanlon, 
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1999). Counselors must be aware of times it maybe more appropriate to allow the client time 
to explore their past more thoroughly to help them shape the future desired state. 
In some conversations, the Solution-Focused model may not be appropriate as it 
operates under the assumption that the purpose of the conversation is not predetermined, 
though it is purposeful (Walter &Peller, 2000). For example, in situations where an 
administrator must have a conversation with a student to deliver a specific disciplinary 
measure as determined by school policy, the administrator might not be able to employ SFC 
techniques. This does not mean, however, a conversation about the action requiring the 
discipline could not be Solution-Focused. 
Additionally, clients need to be aware that change can be small. Presbury et al. (2002) 
stated that "improvement is often a `two steps forward and one step back' process" (p. 214}. 
As clients can get frustrated with this process by focusing on the step back instead of the 
overall forward progress, counselors must encourage their clients (Presbury et a1., 2002}. For 
these reasons, those facilitating SFCs need to be knowledgeable of the appropriate uses and 
limitations of the model in order to best facilitate change. 
Assumpt~'ons. There are many assumptions underlying the successful practice of 
SFCs in its various forms. This paper will not address all of these, but instead will focus on a 
few particular assumptions relevant to this research of utilizing SFCs in schools through 
teams of school counselors and administrators. The main assumption used is that people are 
competent and capable, with strengths and resources; in essence, people have all the tools 
they need to solve their problems (Lipchik & Kubicki, 1996; Littrell, 1998; Murphy, 1994; 
Walter &Peller, 1992). The SFC leader's role is to facilitate the problem-solving, or the 
change to a more desired state. No skills are strong enough to facilitate this change if the 
leader's assumptions are not in line with this (Paull &McGrevin, 1996). For our research 
purpose, it was assumed that administrators, as well as school counselors, are conversational 
leaders in a school and for that reason would be in a position to facilitate change through the 
use of SFCs. As such, and most importantly, "conversational leaders begin with the 
assumption that there are solutions" (Paull &McGrevin, 1996, p. 85). 
Use of Solution-Focused Conversatz'ons in Schools 
School counselor and administrator roles. School counselors are very busy, with 
heavy caseloads, additional duties throughout the school, as well as delivering a guidance 
program, meeting with students individually and in small groups, and more frequently 
participating in consultation with stakeholders in the school (Burnham &Jackson, 2000; 
Thompson & Littrell, 1998). Administrators are also busy, dealing with school safety, teacher 
observations, and community relations among other important duties (Lyons, 1999). The 
school counselors and administrators are similar in that they are both conversational leaders 
in the school, as previously mentioned, and are in the unique position of change agents in the 
school (Paull &McGrevin, 1996). 
Paull &McGrevin (1996) discussed the roles of conversational leaders in schools and 
the use of SFC assumptions to facilitate change. Though research has shown that SFC 
models are effective in counseling environments, Paull &McGrevin (1996) applied the 
assumptions to administrators in their role of conversational leaders in schools. Paull & 
McGrevin (1996) utilized assumptions discussed by Walter & Peller (1992) in relationship to 
having SFCs with all school stakeholders. SFCs can take place in forming school goals and 
visions; they can be used to involve all stakeholders in creating the future successes of the 
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school; and SFCs provide an opportunity to reframe undesirable situations into keys to 
discovering possible solutions (Paull &McGrevin, 1996). 
Paull and McGrevn's (1996) article, "Seven Assumptions of aSolution-Focused 
Conversational Leader," provides a framework for school counselors and administrators to 
facilitate change in schools by allowing for a more effective and efficient implementation of 
solutions. The seven assumptions providing the framework are listed as follows: (1) Focus on 
Solutions, (2} Find Exceptions, (3) Identify Changes, (4) Start Small, (5) Listen to 
Stakeholders, (6) Construct Meaning, and (7) Encourage Resourcefulness (Paull & 
McGrevin, 1996). By paying attention to the assumptions, conversations about discipline can 
be transformed to maintain discipline, but create a learning opportunity, and reframe the 
connotations of the word "discipline" from something punitive, to more of a learning 
opportunity., Along the same lines, teacher evaluation can be reframed to be a conversation 
about how to do more of what is working and less of identifying weaknesses. As 
conversational leaders, it is the role of school counselors and administrators to lead these and 
other conversations in asolution-focused direction so that desired change will occur. 
Burnham and Jackson (2000) stated that "For change to occur, education and 
involvement with others, including administrative personnel is vital" (p. 48). This would be 
especially true in dealing with roles that maybe shared or overlap between the school 
counselor and administrator. At times, school counselors may have to deal with disciplinary 
issues, instead of or along with administrators. Peterson and Littrell (2000) discussed one 
particular school counselor who was able to do so as appropriate to her role as school 
counselor, without being punitive, by staying true to her problem-solving, solution-focused 
background. The workshop involved with this research was designed for school counselor-
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administrator teams with t:he intent of laying a foundation for positive change through the use 
of SFCs in schools. 
Solutl'on-Focused workshops. Mostert et al.'s (1997) initial study of training school 
counselors in a SFC model found that participants reported the approach to be "usable, 
succinct, yet effective, highly practical" (p. 23}. This was different from many of the 
common complaints of in-service training as being irrelevant, ineffective, or a waste of time 
(Mostert et al., 1997). While Mostert et al.'s (1997) research was an initial study with 
practicing school counselars, the workshop involved with this research was created to work 
with both school counselors and administrators. 
►Volution-Focused Conversation Techniques 
There are many different techniques to use in SFCs and several techniques were 
discussed as part of the workshop around which this research is based. However, two of the 
techniques covered most thoroughly in the workshop and used in this research are the 
miracle question and scalr.'ng. Littrell(1998) introduced both of these concepts as 
developments from de Shazer and the MRI group in Milwaukee. This subsection will provide 
a brief overview of the two techniques as an explanation of the terminology used in the 
surveys for this research. 
The miracle question. The miracle question is used when helping others set goals 
(Littrell, 1998; Presbury et al., 2002; Selekman, 1993; Thomas, 1996). With the miracle 
question, clients are asked to describe what their life or situation would be like if a miracle 
occurred overnight and everything was the way they wanted it; the problem was salved 
(Littrell, 1998). Exact phrasing is not given here as Littrell (1998) explained that the specific 
language can be tailored to fit the person answering the question. Presbury et al. (2002) 
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explained that "when asking the `miracle question,' you are attempting to get the client to 
envision a desired change in the presenting concern" (p. 240). Discussing that vision of a 
desired change can lead to the creation of a concrete and specific goal for the client (Littrell, 
1998). Exploring that vision may also help define the steps that the client can take to realize 
the goal as Selekman (1993) stated that. "oftentimes, the clients' reported miracles are 
behaviors that they can and may already be doing" (p. 7). 
Scaling. Littrell (1998) discussed the various forms scaling can be, including a 
numerical scale, or a descriptive scale. For some, a "1" could be the best, for others a "10," 
and the move from a "4" to a "5" could be much larger on one person's scale than another's. 
Littrell (1998) shared how he converses with his clients to decide on a movement that they 
are comfortable with, and defines what that change will be like. Littrell (1998) also explained 
that scales do not have to be numerical, and demonstrated in the workshop that they could be 
a drawing of faces with various expressions. Berg &Steiner (2003} stated that "scaling 
questions are not designed to measure a normatives standard...rather it is an internally 
accessed, subjective way to register a variety of concerns..." (p. 22}. 
Scaling is a technique that can be used to help gauge a problem, and therefore its 
solutions. Scales used are arbitrary, yet they provide a visible or verbal means of sharing 
change with another person. As no two scales must be the same and can be defined in 
virtually any way by the person using it, "scaling techniques are applicable to a broad range 
of people, problems, goals, and interventions" (Murphy &Duncan, 1997, p. 89). Scaling can 
be used to "assess a person's judgment regarding the size of the problem" (Murphy & 
Duncan, 1997, p. 89) and can also be used to help clients see progress (Presbury et al., 2002). 
Besides using it to track progress toward goals, scaling also can work well with the 
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supervision process (Thomas, 1996). In either situation, tracking goals or supervision, scaling 
is a technique that allows for small changes, or steps, to be recognized. 
Research Purpose 
Research Question 
There is very little research about the language of school counselors and 
administrators or the effect of a workshop geared toward a team developing a common 
language. Therefore this research is very preliminary, focusing on the common language. 
Specifically, the purpose is to determine if there is a difference between school counselors 
and administrators in their reported knowledge, skill, and use as related to SFCs and the 
techniques of the miracle question and scaling. The research was conducted during the span 
of a workshop focused on techniques and usage ofsolution-focused conversations in schools. 
The overall research question is as follows: is there a difference between school counselors' 
and administrators' knowledge,. skill, and use of the miracle question, scaling, and solution-
focused conversations? 
Hypothesis 
The hypothesis is that there is no difference in school counselors and administrators 
reported knowledge, skill, and use of the miracle question, scaling, and Solution-focused 
conversations. There are three null hypotheses being tested since three different areas are 
being explored as part of the purpose of discovering if there is a common language. The null 
hypotheses are as follows: (1) There is no difference in the reported knowledge, skill, and use 
of the miracle question; (2) There is no difference in the reported knowledge, skill, and use of 





The population was limited to the 30 workshop participants attending the first day of 
the workshop. This includes 15 school counselors and 15 administrators from 14 schools in 
central Iowa. All volunteered to participate in the workshop and 24 agreed to participate in 
the study. The six people who did not participate in the study consisted of a team of two 
administrators facing job loss due to budget cuts, a team of one counselor and one 
administrator in which the administrator did not find the workshop applicable to his role in 
the school, and one counselor and one administrator from separate teams that did not give a 
reason but declined to participate in the research. Due to the number of workshop 
participants, it was reasonable to utilize all who were willing to participate for the sample. 
The sample consisted of 14 school counselors comprised of 3 males and 11 females, 
and 10 administrators comprised of 2 males and 8 females. They ranged in age from 30 to 55 
years old. The participants came from mainly public schools, with two members of the 
sample coming from a private school. Both rural and urban communities were represented, 
creating a diverse sample that seems to be typical of the state of Iowa. 
Workshop Interventl'on 
The workshop was designed for teams of school counselors and administrators from 
public and private schools located within the region served by the central Iowa Area 
Education Agency (AEA). The workshop was sponsored by the AEA and was provided at no 
cost to the participants or their districts. Advertising for the workshop entitled "Teaming 
Principals and Counselors to Create Solution-Focused Schools" was done via the Internet and 
AEA promotional flyers. 
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The workshop presenter was Dr. John M. Littrell, professor and program coordinator 
of the Counselor Education program at Iowa State University. Dr. Littrell has presented 
workshops across the country and abroad. His book, Brief Counseling in Action (1998}, was 
provided to all participants and served as a reference throughout the workshop. Three 
Research Assistants were involved with the workshop as well. One was a coordinator and 
two, including this author, were researchers. The researchers were seeking general feedback 
on the workshop as requested by the presenter and sponsoring agency and were also 
completing research for their own Master's Degree Thesis projects. 
At the beginning of the first session, the Research Assistants were introduced to 
participants by the AEA representative coordinating the workshop.. Prior to that, participants 
had no knowledge that there would be a research component affiliated with the workshop. 
During the first session, Dr. Littrell explained the nature of the research being conducted by 
two of the Research Assistants and requested they be open to participating, but explained that 
they were under no obligation to do so. 
Initially, the workshop was designed to be a three-part series. The first session was to 
be held on February 12, 2004, the second on April 8, 2004, and the final on May 8, 2004. 
The workshop was held in a public library meeting room near the AEA office. Each day was 
scheduled from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. with a lunch break of approximately one hour. For 
more information about the topics covered, see Appendix A for copies of handouts provided 
at the first and second sessions. 
Participants were surveyed and interviewed between the first and second sessions for 
the research projects and also for general feedback about the workshop. During this 
interview, it was discovered that participants were overwhelmed with the time commitment 
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of three full days. This was particularly a concern due to all three workshop days involving 
two people with crucial positions in the school and no substitutes for them when they are out. 
Additionally, the spring semester is a particularly busy time of the year in most schools. 
The overall feedback about the workshop was positive, but the time commitment was 
a big issue for many teams. Therefore, at the second session, it was announced by Dr. Littrell 
that the format of the third workshop would change. In lieu of meeting together for the full 
day workshop, Dr. Littrell offered to do an on-site consultation with each team at its own 
school, for approximately one hour. As part of the consultation, Dr. Littrell suggested the 
teams have an individual with whom he could work for approximately 15 minutes. During 
the first and second sessions, many examples were given by participants of difficult 
situations they have encountered. This provided an opportunity for them to observe Dr. 
Littrell with the actual person, instead of the role-played situation which occurred in the 
workshop. 
Another change that was made as a result of feedback from workshop participants 
was the use ofrole-playing in the workshops. It was discovered after the first workshop that 
participants were very nervous about having to role-play a scenario they described in a 
question or being "volunteered" by the presenter to help demonstrate a technique. Some were 
so worried about having to role-play that they were not able to concentrate on the workshop 
content as much as they would like. During the opening of the second session, Dr. Littrell 
announced that the three Research Assistants would be "volunteered" to role play examples 
instead of the participants. The participants could still offer themselves to role-play a 
particular person they were thinking of when asking a question, but the Research Assistants 
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were available if the participants were not comfortable with role-playing. This change 
appeared to help relax the participants which were previously uncomfortable. 
Data Collection 
Three sets of surveys and interviews were planned to be administered after each 
workshop session. The surveys were designed to solicit information regarding the 
knowledge, skill, use, and related information about the topics covered at each workshop 
session. The questions were designed to be answered using a 7-point Likert-type scale format 
(1 =not at all knowledgeable or the equivalent, and 7 =very knowledgeable or the 
equivalent). Number one referred to the negative while number seven was a positive 
response. Each question had available space for any comment the participant felt necessary to 
explain their response to the question. 
First Survey. Participants were contacted via e-mail approximately three to four 
weeks after the first session to schedule the first meeting to take place during the week before 
the second session. Each visit was designed to be no longer than 15 minutes and was to take 
place at the teams' schools. Spring breaks occurred during this time and made the scheduling 
some of the meetings difficult. Twenty-three of the participants were able to meet with the 
Research Assistants and the 24th returned the survey and signed informed consent document 
through the mail. At the on-site meetings, participants reviewed the informed consent 
document and decided to participate in the study. Participants were then asked four open-
ended questions and given an 18-question survey to complete for this research. A copy of the 
informed consent document can be found in Appendix B, and the first survey in Appendix C. 
The 24 surveys received constituted the sample for this research and included 14 school 
counselors and 10 administrators. 
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Second Survey. The second survey was designed to be administered in the same 
manner as the first survey. This was changed due to the modification of the workshop format 
and limited time between the second and third sessions. Instead, the second survey was 
emailed to all participants, and can be found in Appendix D. Only 11 of the 24 surveys were 
returned for a response rate of approximately 46%. Two of the 13 not returned were due to a 
school crisis, but no explanation was received for the others. Two of the 10 administrators 
and nine of the 14 school counselors returned the second survey. 
Final Survey. 'The final survey was mailed to all research participants several days 
after the second survey was e-mailed and can be found in Appendix E. This final survey was 
to be collected from all participants at the final on-site consultation workshop. It was 
requested that surveys be mailed back to the Research Assistants for those that did not 
participate in the consultation and for those that did not have it completed at the time of the 
consultation. A total of 16 surveys (or approximately 67%) were returned. Six of the 10 
administrators and 10 of the 14 counselors submitted the final survey. 
Data Analysis 
Although three surveys were administered, only the first survey was used to test the 
hypotheses for this research. This was decided due to the low response rate of the second 
survey and the final survey being less applicable to the research purpose. Additionally, there 
were significantly fewer final surveys completed by administrators (6 of 10) as compared to 
the first survey (10 of 10). 
Data from the first survey were entered into a computer through SPSS software which 
then calculated the statistical values, including the descriptive statistics of sample size (n), 
mean (M), and standard deviation (SD). An independent samples t-test was utilized, first 
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using Levene's test for equality of variances, then obtaining a t-value to compare the 
difference of the means of the two groups. SPSS also generated a level of significance or 
probability (p-value) for each test. A t-test was conducted based on the responses to each of 
the three questions for each hypothesis. The two groups compared with the t-tests were 
school counselors and administrators. 
Due to the number of t-tests used to test each hypothesis, Bonferroni's Correction was 
used to determine an appropriate level of significance. The .017 level of significance was 
calculated by dividing the standard accepted criterion of .OS by the number of tests used 
(three tests in this case for each of the hypotheses). This correction was utilized to be more 
conservative when testing for significance; without it, the results would have been more 
likely to occur by chance alone. 
Results 
Hypothesis One (1V~iracle Questt'on) 
All three t-tests conducted regarding the reported knowledge, skill, and use of the 
miracle question yielded a statistically significant difference between school counselors and 
administrators at the .017 level of significance, in other words p < .017. The value found for 
the "knowledge" question was t = 3.16 (p = .008); the "skill" question, t = 3.22 (p = .004), 
and the "use" question, t = 3.96 (p = .001) (see Table 1 for a summary of all t-test results). 
For each of the three questions, school counselors had a higher mean than the administrators. 
Most notably, school counselors reported a mean of 6.29 on a scale of 1 to 7 for their level of 
knowledge of the miracle question. For the same question, administrators reported a mean of 
4.90. The mean of all administrators' scores regarding the "use" question was only 3.60 on 
the scale of 1 to 7, while counselors had a mean of 5.57, a difference of almost 2 points on a 
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7-point scale. Due to the statistically significant difference between the reported means of 
both groups at the .017 level of significance, this null hypothesis was rejected. By rejecting 
the null hypothesis of no difference between school counselors and administrators, it can be 
inferred that there is a significant difference between the two groups in regards to the miracle 
question, with school counselors reporting higher than administrators. 
Hypothesis Two (Scaling) 
The "knowledge" question was the only t-test regarding scaling to yield a statistically 
signif cant difference between school counselors and administrators at the .Ol 7 level of 
confidence. The "knowledge" question yielded t = 2.89 (p = .Ol 5). The "skill" question 
yielded t = 2.23 (p = .036) and the "use" question found t = 1.19 (p = .247). School 
counselors had a higher mean than administrators for each of the three questions, but two of 
those differences were not statistically significant. The mean of school counselors' reported 
knowledge of scaling was 6.71 on a scale of 1 to 7 and was the highest mean of any question 
explored as part of this research. For the same question, the mean of the administrators' 
scores was 5.50. The lowest mean found on any of the scaling related questions was 4.90 for 
the administrators' reported use of scaling. With two of the three t-tests showing no 
significant difference between the two groups, there is not enough evidence to reject this null 
hypothesis. Therefore, there is not enough evidence to say there is a significant difference 
between school counselors and administrators with regard to scaling, though school 
counselors again reported higher levels than administrators. 
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Hypothesis Three (S'oluti'on-Focused Conversations) 
None of the t-tests conducted regarding Solution-focused conversations produced 
statistically significant results. The "knowledge" question yielded t = 2.20 (~n = .047), the 
"skill" question yielded t = 2.05 (p = .053), and the "use" question yielded t = 1.85 (p = 
.078). The "skill" and "use" questions had the same means for school counselors' scores 
(5.69 for each) and the same scores for administrators (4.90 for each). Neither of these 
differences were statistically significant. The "knowledge" question had a mean of 6.08 for 
school counselors and 5.10 for administrators, but again the difference was not statistically 
significant. Regarding SFCs, the result is to fail to reject the null hypothesis as none of the t-
tests revealed a significant difference between school counselors' and administrators' 
reported knowledge, skill, and use of Solution-focused conversations. In other words, there 
was not enough statistically significant information to say there is a difference between 
school counselors and administrators with regard to SFCs, even though school counselors 
reported higher levels than administrators in this category as well. 
Table 1: Summary of data and t-tests for each of three hypotheses 
Administrator Counselor Obtained t Sig. (2-tailed) 
MIRACLE 
QUESTION (n = 10) (n = 14) 
Knowledge M 4.90 6.29 3.160* 0.008 
SD 1.28 0.61 
Skill M 4.10 5.79 3.216* 0.004 
SD 1.66 0.89 
Use M 3.60 5.57 3.959* 0.001 
SD 1.65 0.76 
(Table 1 continued on following page) 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Administrator Counselor Obtained t Sig. (2-tailed) 
SCALING (n = 10) (n = 14) 
Knowledge M 5.50 6.71 2.888* 0.015 
D 1.27 0.47 
Skill M 5.30 6.29 2.235 0.036 
SD 1.25 0.91 
Use M 4.90 5.64 1.189 0.247 
SD 1.52 1.50 
SFCs (n = 10) (n = 13) 
Knowledge M 5.10 6.08 2.200 0.047 
SD 1.29 0.64 
Skill M 4.90 5.69 2.054 0.053 
SD 1.10 0.75 
Use M 4.90 5.69 1.854 0.078 
SD 1.29 0.75 
* statistically significant difference (p < .017) 
tether Results 
Though not studied statistically as part of this research, there is other information to 
consider with regard to the common language of school counselors and administrators. 
During the on-site interviews, one of the emerging themes was that the workshop provided a 
common language for teams of school counselors and administrators which were already 
doing some of the same things. One team said they felt they were already a great team, but 
that the workshop had given them a common language, which allowed for more consistency 
when referring students to the other one as they often do. Another theme that emerged when 
discussing the common language was that both school counselors and administrators liked 
the techniques as they found them empowering to students. The other phrase used frequently 
with regard to SFCs was, "another tool in the toolbox." This phrase was used by both school 
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counselors and administrators and shows that the two groups are building commonalities 
with regard to SFCs. 
Another topic discovered during the interviews was with whom school counselors 
and administrators are using SFCs. Some teams had narrowly interpreted their function as 
one to be used only with students. One elementary school counselor stated, "I use these all 
the time with kids, but couldn't imagine using the miracle question for example with a 
teacher or parent or even my own spouse." Other teams reported using SFCs in all facets of 
the school environment. One team in particular, also an elementary school, uses scaling 
throughout the building as a way of communicating and frequently uses SFCs during staff 
problem-solving meetings. There were also teams somewhere between these two ends of the 
spectrum which are using SFCs with students and with each other, but are looking for ways 
to expand the use of SFCs throughout the school building to include teachers and parents. 
Discussion 
Summary of Findings 
To summarize the f.indings of the t-tests, only one of the null hypotheses could be 
rejected. That is, there was only a statistically significant difference between school 
counselors and administrators regarding their knowledge, skill, and use of the miracle 
question, though a significant difference was found regarding knowledge of scaling. It is 
interesting to note that the mean for school counselors was higher than the administrators' 
mean on all questions, including those without a statistically significant difference in the 
response. 
More so than the other topics addressed, the miracle question could be assumed to be 
more of a counseling technique, per se. As previously discussed, its history lies in helping 
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clients envision change and set goals. Participants seemed less familiar with the miracle 
question than the other topics, though previous knowledge, skill, and use questions were not 
asked specifically. It was mentioned several times during the surveys and interviews that 
participants were already aware of, and even using, scaling techniques in some form or 
another, but had not necessarily put that label on the technique. Additionally, SFCs could be 
considered active problem-solving, which is something one could assume both school 
counselors and administrators to be involved with in some context. 
Limitations 
There are several limitations to be considered in this research. The primary issue is 
the population and sample used in the study and what would factor into the decision of the 
participants to initially register for the free workshop. Due to the team-oriented nature of the 
approach, school counselors and administrators who already had a strong working 
relationship could be more likely to pursue the workshop than others who do not have a 
strong relationship. Even if the relationship was strong, those who view their roles as 
connected could be more likely to register than those who view their duties in the school as 
very separate. Many of the techniques covered in the workshop are used by school 
counselors and are more frequently being taught in Counselor Education programs. Some 
administrators also have a background in counseling and therefore might be more 
comfortable with the techniques and find value in improving or adding to their skills even 
before attending the workshop. Others might not see how the skills are applicable to their 
positions. 
These possible motivations were discovered throughout the course of the workshop 
and research. One team did not continue the workshop and declined to complete the surveys 
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because the administrator did not find the workshop applicable to his job in any way. 
Another administrator expressed the same concern, but gave the second day of the workshop 
a chance and decided to leave at the lunch break. On the contrary, many of the administrators 
who participated in the full workshop and research commented that they were already 
familiar with Solution-Focused techniques and were hoping the workshop would enhance 
their skills and help them discover additional ways to utilize those skills. 
Another (imitation is the lack of a pre-test/post-test design. Without this design, it 
cannot be inferred what role the workshop had in determining differences in the Ianguage of 
school counselors and administrators. The demographics also did not uncover which of the 
administrators, if any, had a counseling background. This could account for school 
counselors and administrators not reporting a difference, especially if both were taught SFC 
techniques through a Counselor Education program. 
Third, it was discovered after the workshops and research that participants may have 
felt coerced into participating in the research. Only two participants mentioned this issue, the 
first being a comment during the on-site interview when one participant said, "I knew there 
had to be a catch for a free three-day workshop." A second participant commented on the 
final survey the participant thought you had to be told before beginning the study that there 
was a study. It was determined that these comments did not taint the research significantly as 
the participants were informed about the study at the first workshop and did not have to 
withdraw from the workshop if they decided not to participate in the research. All workshop 
participants were told at the first workshop and through informed consent documents that 
they were under no obligation to participate in the research and were free to withdraw at any 
point. 
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Implications for Future Research 
While this is preliminary research to see if school counselors and administrators use 
the same techniques and language after attending a workshop, future research should isolate 
different variables encountered. First, apre-testlpost-test design would be useful to determine 
the impact of the workshop itself and would be helpful for evaluative research in the future. 
Second, knowing future workshop participants current levels of knowledge on the 
topics would be beneficial in creating workshop content. Most of the differences found in 
this research were not statistically significant, meaning that participants might be ready for a 
different workshop that would help them apply their existing skills in another, perhaps larger, 
context. 
A third variable to consider is with whom the teams are using the skills. Many 
reported only using them with students ("clients") and could not imagine using the 
techniques with teachers, parents, or any other adult. Others were actively seeking ways to 
use them with adults and still others had already been using them throughout the school 
environment. Again, finding this information before conducting another workshop and 
research would be beneficial to engage participants and provide direction for the level of ski11 
development sought by participants. 
Due to the lack of a pre-test, it is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
workshop in actually providing a common language of counselors and administrators in a 
school. However, the workshop is used in the context of providing the opportunity for 
common language to be observed and studied. It is hoped that this research will provide a 




In summary, this paper has discussed the background of SFCs, as rooted in brief 
counseling, including techniques and applications in schools. It has explored the research 
question regarding the difference of school counselors and administrators reported 
knowledge, skill, and use of various aspects of SFCs. A significant difference was found only 
in the knowledge, skill, and use of one technique, the miracle question. By providing 
implications for future research, it is hoped that additional workshops and associated research 
will be conducted. As there is not significant evidence in a difference of the other skills, It 1S 
possible that future workshops and research could move from the differences explored here 
to the actual application of SFCs in a variety of school settings. 
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W~A'T? Solution-focused conversations emphasize people's strengths and resources, their 
goals. and their methods to achieve those goals. V4~hen key people (e.g., 
administrators & counselors ti~°tthin a school begin to engage is more solution-
focused conversations--rather than problem-focused ones---#hese key people 
begin to create solution--focused schools. 
11V~iC~? Teams c~ornposed of an administrator and school counselor ~~torkitag togctlier. 
V~~~N? Feb~rtzan= 12, 2004; April 8.2004; & iV~ay 4. ?004 9: UO a.m. ~ .x:00 p.m. 
VIrH~R~? J'ohn~ton Public Library; Johnston, lo~va_ 
Wt~1f? Students, parents, teachers, support staff, administrators, and c.ommun.iiy leaders, 
hate many xnaxe strengths and resources than the~~ realize. ~'~~ hen these strengths 
and resources are tapped tbroughsnlution-focused conversations, energy-, 
en,tE~usiasn~, and a clear sense of direction emerge. 
Ht~W? T11is ~~°orkshop offers yC?u an apporttinit;~ to work as a team to: 
1. .earn Hero t;~ays to hold solution-focused conversations. 
2. Practice solution-focused conversations in a ~c~~oFkshop setting. 
3. ~~rork as a tearzt in taking the new learning into ~~our schools. 
4. Receive feedback alaotit •our irripact in creating a more solution-focused 
school. 
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~'hree-Part Program 
dart '!: The ~aundations of solution-focused Conversations---February t~ 
~~'hat is solution-focused dialogrte.!coi~~~ersation? 
■ S~;tting the stage for focusing on solutions 
■ Modeling ofsolution--focused strategies 
M Connecting the pieces--resiliency, strength-lased, solution--focused research 
■ Learning and practicing as a team 
Part 2: Solution-focused Conversations-~Learnir~g and Rractice---April 8 
■ Processing Day 1 and follo~~r-up, `=Hor~~~ are ~c~e doing?" 
■ Modeling of solution-focused strategies 
■ ~~dding ner~~ strategies and techniques to our toolbox 
M 1'xacticing strategies that Mork through solution-focused conversations 
■ Learning and practicing the fine art of "refr~amings" 
■ Looking at a fi:-ax~rxevvork for solution-focused that fits ti►tour school 
Part 3: CreatEng a ~olutian-focused School---ti~iay ~ 
■ Proccssiz~g Darr 2 ar~d follov~~-up, "Progress over tirx~e" 
= Tapping the str4ngths to soli>e problem$ and impleznent ne~c~~ solutions 
■ Tips i.n i.znplelnenting yourr solution-focused firamework 
■ Consultation and practice using soluti©n-focused con~rersations 
= Retuling your toolbox to fit ~~our needs 
■ The future—your need for follow-up a~~d support 
Part '1; The Foundations of Soiutian-focused Conversations 
But before we begin...Activity y: Giving your Team a "WAIN" name. 
y Teams need names that are I~'SP1RIt1C,x as they set forth on their ti'~'Q~~' Projects of 
creating a more solution-focused schools. tFor e~caznple, Passionate Purple Co~T Cohort}. 
~' V4Torking together as a team. brainstorm your ne~v Warne. ~5 minutes) 
our Team's name is 
'1. Our BRG Goat: creating solution-focused school', 
2. Our Nte#hod: DO tallrE THING DIFFERENT and Ti~tKE 5N1Att STEPS. 
Questions What is o»e srnal~ step to begin achieving this ~3'1G G~31~L~' 
Answer; Engaging in more Solution-focused Conversations, 
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Uifhafi da proloiem~focused schools and salut~on-focused sch©ols look like? 
Tablz l .1=~ Comparison of Problem-focused Scht~ols ~~ ersus Solution-focused Schools 
~. t~~l., ~ Peterson, J. 5. (in press, June 2~4~}. Portrait aid model of a school counselor. 
Boughton ~'lif~TiniLahaska Press. 
Problem-focused Schools Solutier~-focused Sch~~Is 
• adult-clzz~c-en. 
• Punishment. 
• ~~.ternally iz~posed discipline. 
• Focus on ~,~,~hat does not ~c~ ozk. 
• Competi~ive~ noncollaborative. 
Unit expected to change: ©nly the 
individual.. 
• Veer isolation. 
• Problems are "cantrolled'~ by* adults usiYlg 
discipline; threats, paddle, and beha~~ior 
znodificatifln. 
• Children deal with problems by- swearing, 
hitting, and threats. 
• Cl~.idren are not empowered to change 
themselves arzd to help others change. 
• Student-driven. 
• Leaning newt skills. 
• Self imposed discipline. 
Focus on problem solving and solutions. 
• ~o©perativ e, collaborative. 
• ~Jnit expected to change: the indi~~ldual;
rlie gxo~ip, and the community. 
• Peer support. 
• Problems are resolved by adults using 
dialogue, positi~,le interactions, 
coaperatzon, and a problem-sol~c►ing model. 
• Children t~~ to sol~~e p~-oblerns by the 
problem-sol~-zng model and peer support. 
• Children are empowered to change 
thetnszlves and to help others change. 
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~1. jlVha~ is a solution-focused cor~~rersation? 
~ Problem-focused conversa~ron: a deficit-based, pathology-oriented 
conversation that dwells an what a person does not have, cannot do, and past 
failures. The focus tends to bean the past. 
Short demonstration. 
What are your thoughts, feelings, and actions when you are involved in 
problem-focused conversations? Does your energy level ga up ar 
down? 
Soluffon-focused corrversatiar,: a strength-based conversation that dwells an 
what a person does have, can do, and successes. The conversation highlight 
a person's strengths and resiliencies. The faces is on the present and future. 
■ Short demonstration. 
What are your thoughts, feelings, and actions when you are involved in 
probierrt-focused conversations? Does your energy level go up or 
down? 
2. Setting the stage far fecusing on solutions. 
~ Assumptions of solution-focused conversations. 
■ Solution-focused language drives the process. Questions play a 
powerful role in solution-focused conversations. 
Questions that explore strengths, not satisfy our curiosity. 
Open-ended questions (e.g., how). 
• Focusing are the positive, on solutions, and on present and future goals 
facilitates change in the desired direction. 
Nlllracle Question: "Suppose you ga home tonight and you go to 
bed, and while you are sound asleep a miracle happens and all 
of your problems are solved. 1Nhen you wake up the next day, 
how thrill you be able to tell that a miracle really happened?" 
(Selekman, 1997, p. 58}. 
Scaling Question; "On a scale from "9" to "19," with 'T10" 
standing for how things are the day after the miracle and ~"ti" 
standing for how things were at the point you called and 
arranged far this appointment, where would you say things are 
right at this moment?" "Based on what you understand of your 
situation, what would be a reasonable goal to set for yourself?" 
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Enta-the-future Question: "Imagine that we have moved 
forward in time to [a specific future time, e.g., three weeks from 
now]. You have resolved this situation to your satisfaction. 
Describe to me how you are thinking, feeling and acting now that 
you have accomplished your goal. 
■ Students, parents, and teachers have the resources to resolve their 
concerns, and solutions are achievable when they define their own 
goals. 
• Assume people have many more resources, both internal and 
external, than they are aware of. 
• Don't take "1 don't know" for an answer. 
• tJften we set goals for others, rather than finding out what their 
goals are and what they v~rant. 
• "What ors 5 internal strengths that you have? "1!~lhat are 5 
oxternal strengths that you have? Tell me about them." 
■ Change is constant. A small change in one part of a. system is 
frequently alt that is necessary tv effect change in other parts Qf the 
system. Complex problems do not necessitate complex solutions_ 
• "... no matter haw awful and how complex tike situation, a small 
change in one person's behavior can make profound and far,
reaching differences in the behavior of all persons involved." (de 
Shazer, 1985, p. 1 G} 
■ If an intervention works, do more o€ the same, if an intervention does 
not work, do sarnething different. Solutions to current concerns develop 
from past successes. 
• "How did you do that?" -- repeated as many times as useful. 
■ ~xcep#ions, i.e., (hose times when the concerns ar problems are not 
occurring, guide us to potential solutions. 
• "When is this not a problem?" 
"vVhat happens when the problem is a little less of a problem?" 
~~ N~ode[ing of solution-focused strafe~ies 
~ Videotape: ,brief Cvatnseling: ~ Skills:~~~r©aCh to Living ti~~itl~ .Pl~y~sical G'hr~lle~ge. 
■ Validation: paraphrasing, summarizing, reflections of feelings. 
_ Qpen-ended questions. 
Questions focused on her strengths. 
■ flllirroring of her nonverbal hand movements. 
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♦ Demonstration of solution-focused conversation with a real situation in which 
the person is very problem-focused. 
■ Volunteer needed. l select people who avoid eye contact with me. 
■ First, l will demonstrate problem-focused conversation before moving to 
a solution-focused conversation. 
4. Cor~r~ecti~g fhe p~eces~--~resifsen~y, s~rerigth-based, saiu~ion-focused 
research 
Search institutes 4{~ developmental Assets 
Tl~e Search Institute has identified the follov~-ing building blocks of healthy de~~elopmeni that 
help young people ~ro~:° up healthy, cazing; and responsible. 
~xtex>~al 1~ssets 
Sup~vx~ 
1, l+"amil~f Support l=arnily life provides high levels of love and support. 
z. Positive ~'amiI~• Communication—'S~oung pec~on and her or l:is parents) ~omFnunieate 
positi~~ely, and r~~oung person is ~villinQ to seek advice af~d counsel from parents. 
3. Otb~er Adult Relationships---Young person receives support from three ar mare nonparent 
adults. 
~. Caring Neighborhood--Young person experiences caring neighbors. 
~. Caring SclYual Climate—School pro~~ides a caring, encouraging environment. 
~. Parent lnwrol~c-e;neat in Schooling ~'arent{s} are actively involved in helping young pzrsan 
succeed in school. 
~xnpo~.~~er~ent 
7. Community° Values ~'outh—Young person perceives that adults in tine cornlnunity value 
youth. 
S. ~Touth as xtesource~—Your:g people are gir~an uszful roles in the cvmmunitrr. 
~. Service to Others—Young person serves in the community° one hour or more per 4~;~eek. 
I0. Sa~etF—Young person feels safe at home; school, and in thz neighborhood, 
Boundaries and ~~pectatiores 
lx. l?nrnily Boundaries Family has clear rules and consequences and monitors the ~~aung . 
persvn'~ whereabouts. 
1.2. School BoundariQs--School provides el~ar rules and conseq~!ences. 
13. ~ieigliborhood Boundaries—l~Teighbors take responsibility for monitoring young people's 
b~~ia1°ior. 
~,4. Adult Rale 1rladels---Pare~~t(s) and other adults model positive: respansiblz beha~,rior. 
la"". Positive Peer Influence---Young person's best friends model rzsponsible behavior. 
16. kiigll parents) and teachers encourage the young person to do well. 
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Constructive C,Tse cif 7'irne 
17. Creati~•e A.ctivities---Young person spends three or more hours per «~eelc in lessors or practice 
in cn~~sic, theater, or other arts. 
1.8. Youth Programs----Young person spends three or more hours per week in sports, clubs, or 
organizations at school and:'or in the e~ommunit~T. 
19. Religious Conxmunity—Young parson spends one oz~ more hours per ~.s~eek in activities in a 
religious iT-csti#uti.on. 
~Cl. Time at Home-•—Young person is out with friends "~~vitl~ nothing ;pedal to do" t~~to or fe"~er 
nights per weak. 
Inte~•nal Asses 
Con~it~zent io Learning 
~1. ~chiej ement Ylotivation--Young person is motivated to do well in school. 
27. School Engagement Young person is actively engaged in Learning. 
23. Home~~~ark---Young person reports doing at least one hour of homework every school day. 
24. Bonding to Schott!—Young person cares about her or his school. 
~~. heading for Pleasure—Young person reads for pleRsure three or more hours per week. 
Positive ~Talues 
z6. Cat•rng^Young person places high ~-alue on helping other people, 
2~. Equality and Social Justice—Young person places high value on promoting equality and 
reducing hunger and poverty. 
?.S. tntegrit<--Young person acts on convictions and stands up for her or his beliefs. 
29. Honesty--Young person ''tells the truth e~>en t~rhen it is not easy." 
3p. Responsrbilit~~-~--Y'aung person accepts and takes personal responsibility. 
31. ~'testraint--'Y'oung person believes Yt is important not to be sexually aeti~ a or to use alcohol or 
oihe~• dn~gs. 
Social Carnpete~c~ies 
32. Planning and Decision ~~aking--Young person knows ho~v to plan ahead and make choices. 
33. Interpersonal Coarnpetence----Young person has etnpath~•, sensitivit~r; and friendship skills. 
3~. Cultural Cotnpctence--Young person has kno«~Iedee of and comfort ti~rith people of different 
cttlturaL'racial/ethnic backgrounds. 
35. Resistance Skills--Young person can resist negative pzzr pressure and dangerous situations. 
3C. Peaceful Con,tlict ResolutYon, ---Young person seeks to resolve coa~flict non~~ialently. 
positive identity 
3'7. Personal Power--Young person feels he or she has control o~~er''things that happen to me." 
3S. Self—Esteern--'~`oung person reports having a high self—esteem. 
3~. Sense of Purpose----Young person reports that ''my life has a purpose." 
=+0. Pc3sitive ~Tie~~~ of Personal Fnture--'Young person is optimistic about her or his personal 
future. 
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What is Resiliency? 
Resiliency is tl~e ability° to spring back froze and successfully adapt to advexsitl••. ~~n increasing 
body ofresearch froze the fields of psycholt~gc'; psych:atr~-, and sociola~~~ is sho~~~ing ttZat mast 
people—including young people—can bounce back Pram risks, stzess, crises, and tz•auma and 
experience life success. 
fur fa~~ orite definition of resilien.c~y, in fact, v~~as aiveil by a 1 ~-~~ear-old high school student who, 
after a semester of resilie~ncti7 training, described rzsiliency as: 
~`~ouncing back from problems and stuff with ~or~: po~i~er and mare smarts." 
Researchers are concluding that each person has an innate capacity for resiliency, "a self-zighting 
tendency" that operates best ~~~hen people have resiliene~•--building conditions iia their li~tes. 
You Can. best Help Yourself car Someone Else Be dare ~esifient by... 
~ . Communicating the resiliency Attitude: °`What is right with you is more powerful 
than anything that is wrong with you." 
2. t~acusing dry the person's strengths mare than problems and weaknesses, and 
asking "How can these strengths be used to overcome problems?~ 
3. Having patience...successfuily bouncing back from a significant trauma or crisis 
takes tiE-r~e. 
w~v~v.resYliency.cozn '.~ ~Q~2 ResilienciT ~n ~~,ctiun, lnc. ~~11 bights l~eser~red 
(~upits can be made, foz• educational purposes ozzly} 
5. Learning end practicing as a team. 
♦ Each member gf the team is to generate ~ recent challenging conversations 
that helshe has had because the other person slipped into a problerrt-focus 




~ Taking turns, each team member is to role play their Problem-focused Person 
for the other team member. The Sotuti©n~fccused ~iejper is to assist the 
PrQblern-focused Person by first validating their problem and then moving the 
conversation in a s©lotion-focused way. 
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~► reverse roles. 
~ Process of the challenges, opportunities that arose in the role plays. 
f Choose a new partner not on your tear>7. Taking turns, each team member 'rs 
to role play a Problem-focused P~rsan for the other team member. The 
Solution-focused Nelpe~ is to assist the Prablerrl~focused Person by first 
validating their problem and then moving the conversation in a solution 
focused way. 
~ Reverse roles. 
~ Process of the challenges, opportunities that arose in the role plays. 
G. Going for~it ~o practise in your school. 
~ From now anti! we meet again ort April 8~", practice each day having solution-
focused conversations with the people you encounter in your job. These 
conversations can be with students, parents, teachers, administrators, staff, 
etc. Record in a small notebook your observations about the conversation: 
■ What you said in your solution-focused intervention and how it worked. 
The Impact. on the person you talked with. 
■ Difficulties you experienced in keeping the conversation soiution-
fflcUsed. 
f Hold a weekly team meeting --complete with coffee and cookies--to discuss 
your recent interviews. These can be as short as 1 g-~ 5 minutes but meet 
weekly. Model your team meetings using a soiUtiort-€ocused conversatie~n. 
Validate each other. Share your successes. Turn those "problem encounters 
into opportunities to learn new things. 
* The research team of Meredith Steele and Sarah Majoros will be setting up an 
appointment with your team for a short interview. Impress there with how 
diligent you have been as individuals and as a team in practicing. we will be 
seeking your permission tQ interview you by having you sign informed 
Consent Forms. l-iopefuliy, you wii# sign. 
i Read the fallowing chapters in your copy of Brief Counseling in Acflorl. 
Chapter 4--Trusting Clients' Expertise 
■ Chapter G----Accentuating Resources 
■ Chapter 7---Co-authoring the Future 
Chapter 8—Encouraging Action 
■ Chapter 9----Acknowledging Fun 
~► We wash you a wonderful time practicing solution-focused conversations. 
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Research Teams: ~~J.eredith Steele and Sarah ~~Iajoxos 
Day ~: ̀ The t=aundations of Solution focused conversations----Februar~~ 1Z 
■ ~~~~at is soluti©n-focused dialo~ue:'con~-ersation? 
V 
' Setting the stage for focusing on solutions 
■ modeling of solution-focuszd strategies 
■ Connecting the pieces—rzsilienc~-, strenQrh-based; solution-focused research 
■ Learning and practicing as a team 
Day ~: Solution-focused Conversations—Learning and Practice—~~pril $ 
■ Talkin.~ about Jag}~ 1. and follo«~-up, "Ho~~~ are ~.~~e doing?" 
■ Demonstrations of solution-focused strategies in problematic and challenging situation 
• Discussion of the chapters in Brief Coacnselin~ itz :fiction 
' .~ddin~ tl~xEe nzti~- strategies and techniques to your tQolbo:~ 
■ Practicing strategies that ~~~ork through solution-focus~tl conversations 
■ Going forth to practice in your school. 
Day 3: Creating aSolution-focused School-11~Iay 
■ Processins~ Daze 2 and follo~v-up; "Progrzss over time" 
■ Tapping the strengths to sol~re problems and in~plernent nes~~ solutions 
Tips in in7plerrtenting your solution-focused frame~~~orlt 
R Consultation and practice using solution-focused coz~4-ersations 
■ Refining ~~our tool.bo~. to fit ~raur needs 
■ The future—~~ ot~r need for folloti~~-up and support 
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day ~: Solution-focused conversations--Learning and Practice 
1. Talking about Day rt and fallow-up, "How are we doing?" 









Alternatives responses to '`l don't know" 
Goal Setting 
Searching for Internal and External Strengths 
Exploring and Arrtplifying Exceptions 
What are examples ofi difficulties you encountered during solution-focused 
conversations? When do you get frustrated ar discouraged andlor say to 
yourself, "This doesn't work like John said it would." 
_~~~ Miracle Questions 
Scaling Questions 
Into-the-Future Questions 
Alternatives responses to "l don't know" 
Coal Setting 
'^~ Searching for Internal and External Strengths 
'~` exploring and Amplifying Exceptions 
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Alternatives responses to "I don't know" 
Goal Setting 
Searching for internal and External Strengt~►s 
Exploring and Amplifying exceptions 
3. l~iscussian of the chapters in Brief ~ounseting in Action 
+ Chapter 4----Trusting Clients' Expertise 
+ Chapter ~—Accentuating Resources 
+ Chapter 7—Co-authoring the Future 
+ Chapter B--Encouraging Action 
+ Chapter g—Acknowledg(ng Fun 
4. Adding three new strategies and techniques to your toolbox 
i "Do one thing different" {Oprah videotape) 
~ Refraining —the f(ne art of seeing the world differently 
♦ "You must have a gaud reason for..." (berg &Steiner, 2003, p. 204} 
5. Practicing strategies that work through solution-focused conversations 
♦ Think about a recent challenging conversation that you have had because the 
other person slipped into aproblem-focus and stayed there--sometimes 
tenaciously. 
+ Taking turns, one person becomes aProblem-focused Person for another 
person in this room. The Solution-focused helper is to assist the Problern-
focused Person by first validating his/her problem and then moving the 
conversation in asolution-focused way. 
♦ Taik about the challenges and opportunities that the Solution-focused 
Helper faced. 
♦ reverse roles and repeat the exercise. 
+ Again, talk about the challenges and opportunities that the Solution-focused 
Helper faced. 
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~. G`i4[rfl3 f~t"th t{) p~"ciC$iG~ II1 y0U1" SCh001. 
♦ l=roan now until we meet again on Flay 4'h, practice having solution-focused 
conversations with the people you encounter in your jab. These conversatit~ns 
can be with students, parents, teachers, administrators, staff`, etc. Record in a 
small notebook for on the 3x5 cards} your observations about the 
conversation: 
M What you said in your solution-focused intervention and how it worked. 
■ The impact on the person you talked with. 
■ f~ifficufties you experienced in keeping the conversation solution-
focused. 
~ Hold tearr~ ~-r~eetings~--complete with cofifee and cookies---to discuss your 
recent interviews. These can be as short as 1 D-~ 5 rninutes but meet at least 
once weekly. Model your team meetings using .a soluti©n-focused 
conversation. Validate each other. Share your successes. Turn those 
`'problem'' encounters into opportunities to [earn new things. 
♦ The research team of Meredith Steele and Sarah ~lajoros will be setting up an 
appointment with your team for a short interview. Impress them with how 
diligent you have been as individuals and as a team in practicing. We will be 
seeking your permission to interview you by having you sign lnformer~ 
Consent Ft~rms. Hopefully, you will sign. 
~ Bead the following chapters in your copy of Brief Counseling in Acfron. 
■ Chapter ~ o----Scal(ng Problems to Size 
■ Chapter 13—.earning to Interrupt 
■ Chapter 1 ~ —Case i :Lights! Cameral Actionl 
■ Chapter 17---Case 2: More Poohish 
♦ We wish you a wonderful time practicing solution-focused. conversations. 
f Return on fvfay 4 with wonderful stories about how you engaged in salution-
fiacused conversations to help people have more choices than before. 
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Document 
I~T~C~~~jI~~~3 CO~SE~'~T D~~UIV~ElVTI' 
~~'itle of Stud~~: Solution-Focused ~on~~ersatior~: ~~'orl~shop evaluation and Skill 
Irr~.plementation in Schools _ 
In~-esti;ators: John h~i. Littrell, Ed.D. 
Sarah 1Z. 1~~lajoros, ~~.5., B..=~. 
I~~Ieredith E. Steelz_ B.S. 
'This is a researcl~z stud~~. Please take your time in deciding if ;~ou ~~"o~llld llkz to pa2'ticipatz. 
Please feel fre4 to ask questions ~:t and- timz. 
Y~T~.~DI; ~CTIO 
The purpose a:~thzs sttxd~- is to disco~-er thz impact Solution-Focused Conversations have on a 
school ~~~hez~ learned about and utilized b~- teams of administrators and counselors. '~`n.e study- 
will expl©re the learn. relationship and the use of skills taught in a tlu'ee-part workshop conducted 
bi- Dz•. John ~~1. Li~ttrtill, You are being tnti~ited to participate in this stud- because of ~'otu 
decision to participate in the t~~orkshop. 
I1~SCRIPTIUI~ {~~' p~~CIr:T~C,r~ES 
If ~~au agree to participate in this st~ld~~. yc~Lu participation ~~-iI1 last f©r t~•ee months and ~,~~ill 
in~~ol~,°e three ̀ ~'isiis l•'rom one or bath of the research assistants; Sarah I~sajara~, azzd l~-lerzdith 
Steele. ~'he first t~~°o ~~isits ~~~ill last for no longer than one half~hour and will involti-z a short 
intzr~ izw~ and. completion of a brief slums ey reg~xrding the skills taught in the most recent 
tivorkshop. The third ~~isit ~~-iII ins:°ol~~e an inte~~iz~.~ lasting nc~ more than one half hour and lea~-e 
a m©re lengthy su~~ey ~~'ith participants to be completed and mailed bank to the reseaxcl~er 
assistants. You ~~-ill also be asked for tour ~~xZlingness to be eon~raeted for a follow-up inter~~ie~~~ 
and:'or sttrve;r in the Fall of 200=1. 
~~^e may request to do an a~.ldio rzcording of the %nten~ie«~ s; of ~~trhich you xna~- decline if it makes 
~-ou feel uncomfortable. You may also skip and- question on the ~.~~itten surreys that you do not 
~~-ish to ans~°er ar that makes ~:~ou feLl uncomfortable. 
~SI~SS 
Thzre are n© foreseeable rises at this time from participating in the study. 
.BF~EFITS 
If ~: ova decide to participate in this study there may be no direct benzfit to you, other than the 
opportuznt}~~ to learn and practice nz~v skills and ha~~z the time to reflect on the impact these skills 
haze on your school enviaronnlent. 
M 
C+rJSTS ~~'Yl~ C()~Nx~'EI~ S ATIO~T 
You ~~~iII not have an~r costs t`rorn participating in tlus study. nor ~~~ill ~:-ou be compensated for 
participating in this stud-. 
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P~~iR'TIC~P mil\ T ~G~Ti S 
'~ our participation in tills study is ~ompl~tzly ~-oiuntary and you tnay- refusz to participatz or 
Iea~-e the study at any time. If you decidz to not par#icipate in the study or leave the stud~~ earl;, 
it ~~~ill not result in any penalt}~ or loss of bznetits to ~~hich you are otherti~•ise entitled. 
C ~~~ FZ~]~~1~'~L~.~,~iTY 
r~ny i:~ter~°ie~~- data ~~ou provide ~~-ill be dept confsdential. edited and conn.pletely disguised 
transCrlptS Of the 1ntel'4IZ`'4'S II2'cl~~ be used in professional .research presentations and publications. 
ant- such transcripts «-ill be edited so as to insure ~•otzr complete anonyznitt~. audiotapes of a!1 
sessions ~~~-ill be erased by 1~Iay~ 1 ~, 2~0~. The members of the research team ~ti-ill be the only- 
people t~'itl~ access io the data. X11 arz bound to folloti~~ t1~e ethical standards of the ;~rzaerican 
Counseling association «°hen conducting research. 
QLTES'TY(~~ S 4R PRQSLE~rS 
You are encouraged to ask questions at anj• time during this study . For furthzr inft~zznation about 
the stud<< contact I?r. Sohn 11. Liruzll, principal in~.~estigacor and major professor for both 
zesearch assistants, at 51 J-294-57~G. if you hat-z any- questions about the riahis of research 
subjects or research-related injury, please contact the Human Stibjects ~eseat•ch Office, 281 Q 
Beardshear Mall, (~ 1 ~} ?9~-=1~6b; austingr~: ;iastate.edu or tl~e Research Compliance Of.Eicer, 
Office ot~ Research Compliance, 28 I0 Bzardshear fall: {~ l ~ j 29~-~ 11 a; dai~enfi .iasiatz.edu 
:k~:t~:~;as?c*~>_c*~!:x:k$~:x:~:~!c:kac:k~ !:~ c r;. :x~:<~c~!: c~;: c~::!c:k:;c3::~cr;.*x;:r'c* c~>=*~*~!:,c*~k:zc:k~!:.+,::k;c~:?t:r%~+is:!:~~:~~:~c~cat:h~Is* 
S~;BJ~ECT SZG~~.TCT~E 
Your signature indicates that you ~~oluntarily a`ree to participatz in this study-, ~l1at the study has 
been explained to y-ou: t~.at <<ou ha~-e been gzven the time to read the document and that your 
quzstiocxs ha~~e been satisfactorily ans~~sered. `~ ou will recei~;°e a caper ot'the ~~-rrtten infarrr~ed 
consent prior to your participation in the study. 
Subject's tame sprinted) 
Subject's Signature) Date} 
~rc~EST~~ aTo~ sT:~,T~n~~E~rT 
I certify that the participant has been Given adequate time to read and learn about the study azid 
all of their questions have been az~s~~~exed. Zt is mti_ opa.nion that the participant understands the 
purpose: risks, benefits azld the procedures that «°ill be follo~~-ed in this study and has voluntarily 
agreed to participate. 
Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent) Date) 
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Solution-Focused Conversations 
Seminar 1 —Survey 
The following questions are designed to ascertain your Level of understanding and use of 
Solution Focused Conversations following the completion of the first seminar in the series. 
1. The "miracle question." 
a. Your I~:NOWLEDGE of the "miracle question." 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable knowledgeable 
Comments: 
b. Your SKILL in using the "miracle question." 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 7 Very 
skilled skilled 
Comments: 
c. Your USE of the "miracle question." 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
extensively 
Comments: 
d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with the "miracle question." 




2. Interrupting skills. 
a. Your I~:NOWLEDGE of interrupting skills. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable knowledgeable 
Comments: 
b. Your SKILL in using interrupting. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 
Comments: 
c. Your USE of interrupting skills. 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
eXtenSlVely 
Comments: 
d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with interrupting skills. 
Not at all 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 
Comments: 
3. Scaling questions. 
a. Your KNOWLEDGE of scaling questions. 




b. Your SKILL in using scaling questions. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 
Comments: 
c. Your USE of scaling questions. 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
extensively 
Comments: 
d. Your COMFQRT LEVEL with scaling questions. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 
Comments: 
4. Solution-Focused Conversations. 
a. Your KNOWLEDGE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable knowledgeable 
Comments: 
b. Your SKILL in using Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 
Comments: 
c. Your USE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 




d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 
Comments: 
5. How EFFECTIVE are Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly 
effective effective 
Comments: 
6. Your UNDERSTANDING of the use of Solution-Focused Conversations. 




Appendix D: Survey 2 
Solution-Focused Conversations 
Seminar 2 —Survey 
The following questions are designed t0 ascertain your level of understanding and use of 
Solution Focused Conversations following the completion of the second seminar in the 
series. 
NOTE: To select the checkboxes below, double click on the box you would Like to check, 
change the default value to "checked" and click on aK. Thank you. 
l . "Reframing." 
a. Your KNOWLEDGE of "reframing." 
Not at all 1
knowledgeable 
2 3 4 5 6 7 Very n n n n knowledgeable 
b. Your SKILL in using "reframing." 
Not at all 
skilled 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n n n o n n a 
c. Your USE of "reframing." 
Very 
skilled 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
[ [ extensively 
d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with "reframing." 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable comfortable 
Comments about "refraining": (text box will expand as you type in it) 
2. "Do One Thing Different." 
a. Your I~:NOWLEDGE of "doing one thing different." 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
] knowledgeable 
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b. Your SKILL in using "doing one thing different." 
Not at all 
skilled 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n n n 
c. Your USE of "doing one thing different." 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with "doing one thing different." 
Not at all 1 
comfortable 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
n n a n n a 
Comments about "doing one thing different": 
Very 
comfortable 
3. "You must have a good reason for..." 
a. Your I~:NOWLEDGE of "you must have a good reason for..." 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeableQ a a ~ knowledgeable 
b. Your SKILL in using "you must have a good reason for..." 
Not at all 
skilled 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n o n a a a o 
c. Your USE of "you must have a good reason for..." 





d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with "you must have a good reason for..." 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable n comfortable 
Comments about "you must have a good reason for...": 
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7. Combating the "I don't know." 
a. Your I~:NOWLEDGE of combating the "I don't know." 
Not at all l 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
knowledgeablen C n (~ n knowledgeable 
b. Your SKILL in combating the "I don't know." 
Not at all 
skilled 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a n a a n o n 
Very 
skilled 
c. Your COMFORT LEVEL with combating the "I don't know." 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
comfortable n n (~ ] U comfortable 
Comments about combating the "I don't know.": 
4. Solution-Focused Conversations. 
a. Your I~:NOWLEDGE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not at all 1 
knowledgeable[ 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
b. Your SKILL in using Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Very 
knowledgeable 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled [ skilled 
c. Your USE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a n a a n n 
Use 
extensively 
d. Your COMFORT LEVEL with Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not at all 
comfortable 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 




Comments about Solution-Focused Conversations: 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n a a o n n a 
Highly 
effective 




1 Z 3 4 5 6 ? Very clear 
n n n a n n n 
8. What has been your experience in reaching students utilizing different 
modalities (i.e., drawing, physical change, movement, etc.)? 
9. What are the benefits you have experienced with further use of Solution-Focused 
Conversations? 
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This survey was developed by Dr. John Littrell, Dr. Jan Bartlett and members of the Department of 
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies staff. 
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Part I: Your Thoughts About Solution-
Focused Conversations 
a. Solution-Focused Conversations in schools is more effective than other types of communication. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
b. Solution-Focused Conversations is not an improvement over other communication styles. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
c. Other communication approaches are more suited to schools than Solution-Focused 
Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
d. I believe that Solution-Focused Conversations are better than other approaches to 
corr~rnunication that I have tried. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
e. Other communication approaches are quite compatible with Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 ~ 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
f. I can easily shift gears from another approach to Solution-Focused Conversations and vice versa. 
Strongly 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
g. Solution-Focused Conversations are one of several useful tools in the counselors and 
administrators repertoire. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
h. Solution-Focused Conversations are relatively difficult in practice. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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i. ~%'Vhile Solution-Focused Conversations look fairly easy, its practice is not. 
Strongly 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
J- Proficiency in Solution-Focused Conversations takes a lot of practice. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
k. Solution-Focused Conversations do not take long to learn. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1. Solution-Focused Conversations are really relatively easy. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
m. It takes too long to learn Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
n. Learning how to do Solution-Focused Conversations can be done in small trials. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
o. I have tried doing some parts of Solution-Focused Conversations as a way to learn about it. 
p• 
q• 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
Practicing Solution-Focused Conversations on a small scale has helped me learn more about it. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
I have had the opportunity to see Solution-Focused Conversations demonstrated. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
r. In the last 6 months I have talked with another counselor or administrator about Solution-
Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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Part II: Opinions About Solution-
Focused Conversations. 
a. I avoid reading about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
b. I avoid Solution-Focused Conversations workshops. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
c. Solution-Focused Conversations are just a fancy packaging of other types of communication. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
d. Knowing about Solution-Focused Conversations will not really help the students that I work 
with. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
e. Solution-Focused Conversations practitioners are the kind who jump on the latest 
bandwagon. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
f. If I were asked, "who are Solution-Focused Conversations good for?" I would answer, 
"Nobody." 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
g• I cannot think of many good reasons to learn about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
h. I sometimes think about using Solution-Focused Conversations, but I have not yet tried it. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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i. I am waiting for the right time to being practicing Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
J I wish I could use Solution-Focused Conversations without having to learn more about it. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
k. I worry that I could mess up students' lives if I were to use Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1. I get upset with myself when I think about not learning more about Solution-Focused 
Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
m. Lately, my confidence to use Solution-Focused Conversations has been increasing. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
n. I actively seek out opportunities to learn more about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
o. At a conference, I would sign up for aSolution-Focused Conversations workshop or speaker. 
p• 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
I believe that Solution-Focused Conversations will help me to more effectively help students. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
q. I believe that Solution-Focused Conversations will help me to more effectively communicate 
with administrators, counselors, teachers and staff. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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r. I have set a specific goal to learn more about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
s. For me, learning about Solution-Focused Conversations is a priority. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
t. I have told others I am interested in learning more about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
u. I would be happier if I learned more about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
v. If the situation is appropriate, I practice Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
w. I remind myself to practice Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
x. ~%'Vhile maintaining strict confidentiality, Ishare my experience in practicing Solution-
Focused Conversations with appropriate others. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
y. I informally evaluate how my practice of Solution-Focused Conversations are going. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
z. Using Solution-Focused Conversations is now second nature to me. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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aa. I consistently use Solution-Focused Conversations when it is appropriate. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
bb. People in my school would identify me as the resident expert in Solution-Focused 
Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
cc. The types of problems my students face are not appropriate for Solution-Focused 
Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
Part III: Stage in Practicing Solution-
Focused Conversations 
Given your current involvement or lack of involvement with Solution-Focused Conversations, which 
one of the following are you most likely to do? (Check only ONE.) 
I would have to do some more thinking about Solution-Focused Conversations prior to 
getting ready to try it. 
I am looking for opportunities to use Solution-Focused Conversations on a small scale to see 
if I like it. 
I tend to ignore the topic of Solution-Focused Conversations completely. 
I have fully integrated Solution-Focused Conversations into my practice of helping others. 
I continually incorporate Solution-Focused Conversations into my practice of communication 
when appropriate. 
Which of the following statements best describes your current relationship to the topic of Solution-
Focused Conversations. (Check only ONE.) 
v I have been actively practicing Solution-Focused Conversations less than six (6) months. 
For six (6) months or more I have been actively practicing Solution-Focused Conversations. 
I am seriously preparing to practice some Solution-Focused Conversations. 
I have been doing some thinking about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
I avoid thinking much about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
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Which of the following statements best describes your current goal related to Solution-Focused 
Conversations. (Check only ONE.) 
I really do not want to learn about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
v I ignore opportunities to learn about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
If I were asked when I will learn more about Solution-Focused Conversations, may causal 
answer might me "maybe someday." 
I think about Solution-Focused Conversations occasionally, but I am not ready to try yet. 
You could say I think about Solution-Focused Conversations, but that it about it. 
I am currently looking for a chance to try Solution-Focused Conversations within the next 
month. 
Within the next month, I will find an opportunity to try Solution-Focused Conversations. 
o In less than half a year I will practice some Solution-Focused Conversation techniques. 
I am definitely intending to use Solution-Focused Conversations within the next six (6) 
months. 
Part Iv: Solution-Focused Conversations 
and You 
1. Your KNOWLEDGE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Very 
knowledgeable knowledgeable 
2. Your SKILL in using Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very 
skilled skilled 
3. Your USE of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
extensively 
4. Your USE of "interrupting skills" in Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
extensively 
5. Your USE of the "miracle question" in Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Never use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Use 
Extensively 
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6. How EFFECTIVE are Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly 
effective effective 
7. Your UNDERSTANDING of the use of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Not clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very clear 
at all 
Part V: Solution-Focused Conversations 
Teams 
a. I have enjoyed working with my Solution-Focused Conversations team. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
b. My team meets regularly to discuss our use of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
c. I gain support from my Solution-Focused Conversations team members. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
d. My Solution-Focused Conversations team has enabled me to be more productive in dealing 
with students and the issues they present with. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
e. My Solution-Focused Conversations team regularly utilizes Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
f. Utilizing Solution-Focused Conversations has improved our school environment. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
g. Utilizing Solution-Focused Conversations has improved our resolution of conflict in our 
school. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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h. All of my team members have actively participated in Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
i. All of my team members use Solution-Focused Conversations when an appropriate situation 
arises. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
~ . The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
students. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
k. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
parents. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
administrators. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
m. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
counselors. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
n. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
teachers. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
o. The use of Solution-Focused Conversations has enabled me to deal more effectively with 
other staff members. 
Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
b2 
Part ~I: growth and Involvement as a 
Professional 
In the last two (2) years, I have been a member of the following state organizations. Check all that 
apply. 
Iowa School Counselor Association (ISCA) 
School Administrators of Iowa (SAI) 
Other:  (specify) 
Other:  (specify) 
In the last two (2) years, I have attended one or more of the following state conferences. Check all 
that apply. 
Iowa School Counselor Association Conference 
Iowa School Counselor and Administrators Conference 
School Administrators of Iowa Conference 
Other:  (specify) 
Other:  (specify) 
In the last two (2) years, I have been a member of the following national organizations. Check all 
that apply. 
American Counseling Association (ACA) 
American School Counselor Association (ASCA) 
American Association of School Administrators (AASA) 
Other:  (specify) 
Other:  (specify) 
In the last two (2) years, I have attended one or more of the following national conferences. Check all 
that apply. 
American Counseling Association Conference (ACA) 
American School Counselor Association Conference (ASCA) 
American Association of School Administrators Conference (AASA) 
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Other:  (specify) 
Other:  (specify) 
In the last two (2) years, I have lobbied one or more legislators on educational issues. 
Yes. 
o No. 
I regularly attend Area. Educational Agency (AEA) gatherings for counselors and/or administrators. 
a Yes. 
v No. 
I have a close colleague who practices Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Yes. 
No. 








I personally know an expert in Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Yes. 
No. 




I have read one or more books about Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Yes. 
No. 
I have watched a live demonstration of Solution-Focused Conversations. 
Yes. 
No. 
I have viewed at least one videotape of Solution-Focused Conversations being demonstrated. 
Yes. 
No. 
Part VII: Demographic Information 
Profession (check one) Counselor Administrator 
What is your gender? Female 
What is your age?  
To which ethnic group do you belong? (circle one) 
Male 
1. White or European 
2. African American 
3. Hispanic of Latino 
4. Asian American 
5. Native American 
6. Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 
7. Other (specify)  
Where is the primary location of your school setting? (circle one) 
1. Rural 
2. Urban 
3 . Suburb 




In what year did you receive your degree for counseling or administration? 
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From what educational institution did you receive your degree? 
In which school settings are you currently a counselor or administrator? (circle as many numbers as 
apply) 
1. Elementary School 
2. Middle School or Junior High School 
3. High School 
Years you have worked as an administrator? 
Years you have worked as a counselor?  
In how many different schools do you currently work? 
Total number of students you are responsible for?  
what is the ethnic diversity of your school population? 
white or European 
African American 
% Hispanic or Latino 
Asian American 
Native American 
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 
In my job as a counselor or administrator, I typically work hours per week. My time is 
divided in the following way. (use hours) 
Counseling individuals 
Facilitating groups 
Dealing with budget/financial issues 




Doing paperwork/clerical tasks 
Consulting with teacher, parents, others 




Part VIII: Continued Participation 
May we contact you for a short interview about the topic of this research? 
NO Do not complete the following, but return the survey to us. 
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